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It's going to be a busy day for Stanley! He gets up early to sort through all of the mail in his post

office. Then he sets off through town to deliver it all. Myrtle, Little Woo, and Charlie all receive

exciting gifts and letters. But will everyone be happy with what's in Stanley's mail bag?
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This book is enjoyable and a perfect addition to the Stanley collection of books. We stumbled

across the Stanley books at the Library and fell in love with them. We (myself and my 2 and 5 year

olds) eagerly anticipated this new addition and it doesn't disappoint. Stanley the Mailman is a simple

and fun book about Stanley and his friends. While it would be cute all by itself, we especially loved

reading it after already being introduced to Stanley and his friends in the other Stanley books. We

loved visiting the homes of Stanley's friends Seamus, Little Woo, Myrtle, Hattie, and Charlie. The

kids even recognized Myrtle's house as the one that Stanley and Charlie built in Stanley the Builder.

The kids loved the fun illustrations and simple text, I loved the references to past books (like the

humor of Hattie getting a speeding ticket and knowing that she drives a red sports car). My 2 year

old loves the predictability with Stanley having yet another busy day as we recite the final lines of



each book together. Thank you William Bee for bringing back our favorite character once

again....please continue creating new Stanley adventures for us :)

Stanley knows what it's like to work hard and he's at it again. He's getting up before the sun to sort

through letters and packages. He drives off on his scooter to get the mail delivered. First stop is

Myrtle's house to drop off her order from Paris. Little Woo gets a present from his grandparents

Stanley delivers a lot of love letters to Charlie. You go Charlie! But not everyone is happy with what

Stanley brings.Through bright illustrations and cartoon like characters, toddlers will delight in

learning what it takes to be a mailman. Read it aloud enough and those toddlers will be waiting on

the porch for their very own package from their mailman. A charming look at what comes in the mail

along with what it takes to get it there.A copy of the book was provided by the publisher to facilitate

my original review on my blog, Boys To Books.

Such a fun read. My five year old loves Stanley although it is for younger readers. He requests the

Stanley books over and over.
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